
 

CyberLink PowerDirector Ultimate Full Activation
[VERIFIED]

PowerDirector does offer a tool for repairing damaged or corrupted files, but I wish it offered a more
sophisticated repair than this -- its not much more than a basic plug-in, which is not enough for

professionals like me. Theres nothing quite like seeing your work appear on your television monitor.
And if youve ever edited a video for YouTube, you know how long the upload process can take. Its

easy enough to export your movies, except that most of the actions in PowerDirector 17 are geared
towards exporting, instead of creating. The application, now in its fifth major release, includes

expanded support for editing 4K and 2K ProRes files so you can make hard-core optical effects in
your Adobe Premiere and AE software. In previous editions, PowerDirector required licenses of Adobe

Creative Cloud software for this type of editing, and CyberLink's guide is a goodie to read. The
creator has joined the ranks of filmmakers who use the director's edition in connection with Adobe
Creative Cloud. The major added benefit is this process offers major file compression-to make your
project smaller and easier to share on social media. You can also pick a frame rate (24p, 25p, 30p,

50p, 60p, or 90p). In my tests, I used a 1:50 speed for a quick edit of a five-minute short.The
resulting compressed file size was a miracle to behold: a 171MB file, reduced to just 31MB. The

frame rate is part of the output file and is not editable in this program. Despite the data
compression, the file is still a resolution of 4K at 50p. You can easily connect to a camera or other

peripheral and shoot in 4K (this comes with the cost of a big data file.)
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